SmartLink®

LEARNING

A SMART ADDITION TO
ACTIVE LEARNING SPACES
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SPACES THAT PERFORM
The modern classroom is constantly evolving. Research shows that students are learning together,
working in groups and interacting with peers. Teachers are even joining in, rather than instructing
from the front of the room. This advancement in learning makes the ability to adapt and change
throughout the day a critical aspect of learning. It stimulates thinking, allows for greater interaction
and supports a variety of teaching styles. Through our Voice of the Customer Process, HON
discovered that most classroom furniture is not set-up to handle this type of change. That’s why we
created SmartLink, a holistic collection of desks, chairs, storage and presentation tools designed
to keep students and teachers organized, energized and attentive throughout the day.

SmartLink
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PLANNING FOR CHANGE
Individual time at 8:30. Traditional lecture at 10:30. Then break into groups throughout the day. As
our research indicates, traditional lecture formats are giving way to group sessions and mentoring.
This demands environments that are open, accessible, and accommodate the need for a variety of
learning opportunities. HON designed SmartLink to be lightweight and mobile, which helps teachers
respond to the ways students learn today, and adapt to new ways of learning tomorrow.
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A-E. INTEGRATED COMPONENTS
SmartLink uses five components to
support various learning styles and
classroom activities. Each is designed with
a range of users in mind, yet is unified both
aesthetically and functionally.
A. TEACHER STATION
Put teachers in control of their storage,
technology and environment.
B. STUDENT DESK
Innovative worksurface shape supports
creative configurations.
C. CHAIRS
Designed to the unique ways students sit
and move throughout the day.
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D. WALL RAIL SYSTEM
Organize lesson plans and make the most
of unused wall space.
E. MODULAR STORAGE
Move educational tools wherever the
activities demand.
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THE REAL TEACHER’S PET
Every teacher deserves a hardworking assistant, and the SmartLink teacher station is perfect in
that role. With greater comfort, more legroom, intuitive storage and a larger worksurface area, it
has everything a teacher needs to inspire. It is available both left- and right-handed, as well as a
compact version is perfect for teacher assistants or volunteers. The mobile design allows teachers
to constantly evolve the classroom environment to adapt to various ways of learning.
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GRADUATE TO THE NEXT LEVEL
The SmartLink teacher station earns high marks with
educators for its integration of technology. Power
hubs charge technology within arm’s reach, while the
wire management cleanly routes and hides cables.
Plus, both the standard and compact teacher stations
are highly mobile and adapt quickly to support
changing needs.

DESKTOP OPTIONS

Laminate Top with T-mold Edge

WorkSurfaces

FEATURES GALORE

FEATURES GALORE

Full Width Cable
Management System

Open cabinet with trays
and shelves

GROMMET OPTIONS

Side Panel Power Cabinet

TEACHER STATION

Power Hub

TEACHER ASSISTANTS

SmartLink
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STUDENT DESKS THAT GET ALL A’S
The unique shape of SmartLink student desks allows
teachers to get creative with their layouts. Perfect
for configurations ranging from stand-alone desks
to groups of four or more students, SmartLink desks
are designed to support right- and left-handed users
without specifying different models. Also, because
kids will be kids, SmartLink worksurfaces resist
defacing to keep them looking good year after year.

ACCESSIBILITY
In the forward position, the legs
are wide enough to accommodate
wheelchair access.

BOOK BOX
Optional storage space keeps the
desk area neat and organized.

BACKPACK HOOK
Add this optional hook to keep
backpacks off the floor.

GANGING BRACKETS
Create secure layout configurations
by temporarily connecting desks.

CONFIGURATIONS
The innovative design allows student desks to be arranged into collaborative,
teaming, group, or teacher-centered layouts.
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FIXED HEIGHT

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT

30" height accommodates
the majority of users.

Adjusts from 23-33" to support
users of all sizes.

SIT-TO-STAND

RIGHT-HANDED POSITION

FORWARD POSITION

LEFT-HANDED POSITION

Converts from 30" seatedheight to 43" standing-height.

SmartLink
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COMFORT THAT IS AHEAD OF THE CURVE
SmartLink chairs uses a responsive, contoured design to support the way students move, allowing
them to turn around, sit sideways, lean back and stay comfortable for longer periods of time. The
flexible Learning Curve™ design encourages a wider range of movement, keeping students focused
and attentive throughout the day. The lightweight frame with casters or glides make it easy to
reconfigure the classroom at a moments notice.

4-LEG CHAIR WITH GLIDES

TASK SWIVEL

6”H 4-LEG CHAIR WITH GLIDES

CANTILEVER CHAIR

TASK SWIVEL STOOL

4-LEG CHAIR WITH CASTERS

TANGELO
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CHERRY

LIME

CALYPSO

SURF

REGATTA

CHAIR HEIGHTS
4-leg chairs are available in 6”,
12”, 14”, 16”, and 18” sizes to
accommodate students of all ages.

Stack height 40"

Stack height 53"

STACKING
To save floor space when not in use,
chairs stack five high.

Stack width 24", depth 22"

Stack width 22", depth 30"

ACCESSORIES

FRAME FINISHES

BUILT-IN HANDLE

STORAGE BASKET

The built-in handle makes
SmartLink easy to move,
and the contoured seat back
holds a backpack in place.

Keep paperwork and
school supplies neatly
tucked under the chair.

MULBERRY

LOFT

PLATINUM

PLATINUM

SHADOW

CHARCOAL

LAVA

CHROME

ONYX

SmartLink
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VERSATILITY TO PASS ANY TEST
The SmartLink collection of storage and presentation tools works well with others. The design integrates
with SmartLink chairs and student desks, as well as other educational furniture such as Build™ tables.
Create a dynamic environment by adding Wall Rail systems and mobile, modular storage components
with options tailored to personal preference and teaching styles.

STAY ORGANIZED
With the addition of sliding trays or tablets to storage
cabinets, teachers can assign one to each student and
organize classroom materials or laptops.
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READY AT A MOMENTS NOTICE
Managing change and controlling clutter are critical in classroom environments. Teachers can take
advantage of SmartLink desk-height or a full-height modular storage cabinets to maintain an organized
area. A collection of optional features enhance the functionality. Removable shelves and 3”, 6” and 12”
deep trays can be configured in seconds.

LAYERS OF LEARNING
Why settle for a single whiteboard? The
SmartLink wall rail system maximizes wall
and writing space by combining multiple
sliding whiteboards. Boards can be reversed
to double the writing space, and optional rail
accessories keep markers, files and papers
organized and ready when needed.

STORAGE CABINET
SmartLink modular storage comes
in two sizes: a desk-height version
and a tall cabinet that doubles as a
classroom divider.

WHITEBOARD
Add a cabinet bracket and whiteboard
to the back of the tall storage for
additional student work areas.

LOCKING DOORS
Optional locking doors add
security to storage cabinets.

SmartLink
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TEACHER STATION

MODULAR STORAGE

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

TEACHER STATION

TEACHER ASSOCIATE

(1) 30" COLUMN

(2) 12" COLUMNS

(1) 30,"
(1) 12"COLUMNS

(1) 30",
(1) 12" COLUMNS

(3) 12" COLUMNS

(3) 12" COLUMNS

TRAY KIT–
3"/6"/ 12"

SHELF KIT–
30"/ 12"

WHITEBOARD –
24"/48"

WHITEBOARD BRACKET

COAT ROD–12"

HANGING FOLDER
RAIL KIT

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORY RAIL
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POWER GROMMET

ACCESSORIES

STUDENT DESKS & CHAIRS

WALL RAIL SYSTEM

DESKS

OVERVIEW

ADJUSTABLE –
STUDENT DESK
dp_PC_481_8_NOH

FIXED –
STUDENT DESK
LD_M3Fpd

SIT-TO-STAND –
STUDENT DESK

RAILS

FIXED WHITEBOARD

SLIDING WHITEBOARD/
WHITEBOARD

SLIDING
WHITEBOARD/
TACKBOARD

FIXED WHITEBOARD

SLIDING
WHITEBOARD/
WHITEBOARD

MARKER TRAY

HOOK

PAPER CLIP HOLDER

CD/PENCIL BOX

FOLDER BIN

CHAIRS

4-LEG W/ GLIDES 6", 12",
14", 16", 18"

4-LEG W/ CASTER 16", 18"

CANTILEVER 14", 16", 18"

SLIDING
WHITEBOARD/
TACKBOARD

TASK SWIVEL

TASK SWIVEL STOOL

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

BOOK BOX

BACKPACK HOOK

STORAGE BASKET

SmartLink
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THE RIGHT ANSWER
As a total classroom solution, SmartLink is designed to
accommodate any type of student, teacher or learning style. It
is also engineered to withstand the demands of daily use, and
still look good year after year. Add in the confidence of the HON
Full Lifetime Warranty and you can be sure your investment is
protected for as long as you need it.

For more information, visit hon.com/smartlink
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